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RPG or RPG is one of the gaming genres that is in high demand today. RPG games themselves have actually existed since the presence of traditional games such as snakes and ladders, monopolies, halma and the like. Now along with the development of technology, the game is also present in PC and
mobile devices with a very significant game development. Dozens or hundreds of RPG game titles can now be found easily on these devices. Well on this occasion, Carisinyal will review the 10 best offline Android RPG games available today. These games have a wide variety of stories and you can get
them for free or pay for them in advance. 1. Eternium Playing offline Android RPG games with fun experiences is one of the advantages offered by the game developed by developer Making Fun, Inc. This game presents games that do not need to use the internet. Inside you can choose a character like
Mage, Warrior or Bounty Hunter, with sword, axe, staff or gun. If you've already chosen, such as other RPG games, you'll need to level up or level up to strengthen your hero. Because, this Eternium has a number of enemies that you are ready to conquer as dragons, zombies, aliens and many more.
Eternium also provides a fairly wide and varied map. You can walk around in forests, dungeons, countryside, even cemeteries. Don't forget too, there are many different treasure boxes ready to provide interesting items. Curious? Let's play the game by clicking here. 2. SoulCraft you who like to play
Android RPG game with action genre then you can try SoulCraft. The game, which has racked up over 200,000 downloaders on the PlayStore, can be played offline. In addition, the gameplay available on SoulCraft is also very interesting. Here players will become a warrior in search of eternal life. You
will be given two options: to be angels or evils. Both have to fight people to win. In addition to having to fight with people, you will also face against powerful dragons. How, are you able to win against humans and dragons? Prove it by playing the game here. 3. The best offline Android RPG Game Bard's
Tale Game this time comes from the remake of the classic RPG game in 1980. The game is called The Bard's Tale. Despite a remake of the 80s game, The Bard's Tale has been presented with stunning 3D graphics. Uniquely, this game will not always be serious. Because, The Bard's Tale sometimes
inserts quite entertaining humor. On the map page, you can get around an existing location. Players can explore the countryside, cities, wilderness, rivers, castles, secret dungeons and more. More 50 types of enemies that players will face. Another uniqueness is that you can summon 16 magic
characters that will help you. You want to play? Download the game here. 4. Oceanhorn you woke up and could not find daddy. Dad suddenly disappeared and left an old one with his necklace. what's going on? Where's the danger? This is the case you have to solve in the game Oceanhorn. This offline
Android RPG game presents a curious story. In addition to excelling in history, Oceanhorn also offers a fairly comprehensive map. You can travel through a wide variety of islands separated by the sea. The fun of this game is that there are various secrets that you can reveal one by one. Are you ready to
discover the embalmed secrets of your father's disappearance? Click here and get the game. 5. Titan Quest Game RPG by presenting colossal characters and settings is one of the best PC RPG games of 2006. Titan Quest allows you to choose one of the heroes already available in the game. Every
hero you have chosen has its own mission and power. Uniquely, this game offers a map that is without a doubt very spacious. You can walk around the countryside mingling with the inhabitants until you can go to China. You don't just go around, because you're being asked to level up. When you are in
the main phase, you can unlock for special force. Curious about the special power? Let's play the game here. 6. Banner Saga Banner Saga is an RPG game created by Stoic Studio. After success for PC devices, this Viking army-inspired game is now available for Android and iOS. The game has

beautiful graphics, exciting tactical battles and a very fun story. In this game you need to pin down farmers, ordinary people, as well as war troops to meet various threats from enemy soldiers. During the game you will be really presented with stunning views such as mountains, historic sites, and the
remains of the ruins of the battle arena. During the trip, you should also always keep the food supply adequate. You will also be faced with several options that can change history and also change the whole world. 7. ICEY Although ICEY has a 2D graphics screen, you have nothing to lose from playing it.
Because ICEY has a fantasy story that is quite interesting with a number of features. This game is actually an RPG, but gameplay is more action with different ways to attack. In fact, ICEY also has a number of combinations when attacking your opponent. The bosses presented at ICEY are quite
challenging, and the most challenging is cyborg You feel able to fight it, so you can download this paid game on this link. 8. Galaxy on Fire 2 Galaxy on Fire 2 is not a new game in the RPG world, but this game that combines the elements of flight simulation with sandbox rpg is still worth playing. At first
glance, this free RPG game is similar to other already very popular games like Elite and Privateer. In this game you will play Keith Maxwell, a spaceship pilot who will explore a galaxy filled with aliens, robbers, and more. The game offers a free game for 10 hours, but you have to pay through the in-app
purchase system if you want to play the next episode. 9. Final Fantasy VI Final Fantasy VI is a Final Fantasy game series released in 1994. This Japanese RPG game features exciting battles and stories in a 16-bit system. Now this classic game can also be played on your Android device. This game
released for Android is not just a port from the previous game. This Final Fantasy VI game gets various updates such as better graphics, touchscreen controls, as well as additional content from the Game Boy Advance version released in 2006. Baldur's Gate: Enhanced Edition Baldur's Gate: Enhanced
Edition is a game inspired by the classic RPG game Dungeons &amp; Dragons that is quite popular on PC platforms. In this Android version you are required to explore forgotten realms and defeat various enemies. This game is not only ported from the PC version, but also offers a number of bugs
improvements. In this game there are also various challenges and new characters as well as classic RPG gameplay for more than 80 hours. 11. Ravensword: Shadowlands Many say that Ravensword: Shadowlands is a mobile version of Elder Scrolls because it presents an open gaming system on the
Android operating system. Yes, in this game you can explore different corners of the world full of monsters as well as exciting battles. You can play this game at will, from improving your skills to collecting deadly weapons like swords, arrows, hammers, and so on. If you are not satisfied, you can also
experiment with the magic of this game. 12. Knights of Pen and Paper If you are looking for RPG games that are unique and different from others, then try knights of pen and paper games. With an 8-bit look, this Indie Game Festival Award-winning game is sure to remind you of a game called Dungeons
and Dragons. In this game you will play a group of young children playing card games. Interestingly, they will still sit in place, but the background will change accordingly play they play. In this Android offline game they will level up as well as fight against a wide variety of monsters. 13. Superbrothers
Sword &amp; Sworcery EP SuperBrothers Sword &amp; Sworcery EP is a lightweight RPG adventure game wrapped with a great audiovisual experience. In this game you will play as an adventurous Scythian while fighting enemies with swords and magic to solve various mysteries. One of the
advantages of this game is its soundtrack music that fits perfectly with its gameplay and visual appearance. This offline Android RPG game is perfect for those of you who want harmony between the sound as well as visual graphics. 14. Thimbleweed Park Murders, haunted hotels, old buildings, until a
sudden body is found in the village is certainly an interesting case to solve. That's how Thimbleweed Park is, where players are invited to think about resolving issues according to history. Oh yes, players will also be asked to be careful with suspicious surroundings. Curious to play? 15. Planescape Last, it
is a Planescape game directed by Beamdog. This game is also quite popular and one of the best in the list of RPG games for Android phones. Because, this Planescape has an interesting and unique story. In fact, the player will not be bored with mapping as well as the location in Planescape. Not to
mention, gameplay is not only combat, but also in terms of tasks that are quite challenging. If you are interested in playing it, then you can buy Planescape games here. It is the series of offline Android RPG games that you are so fun to play on your Android smartphone. You can play it without worrying
about running out of internet quota or bothering to look for WiFi. Because, all the games mentioned below are very fun offline games. Which one caught your eye? You?
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